The Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
Introduction
In the Kernel Machine framework [5, 8] , a feature mapping x → φ(x) from an input space to a feature space is given (generally, implicitly via a kernel function), as well as a training set T of pattern vectors and their class labels (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x m , y m ) where the class labels are in {−1, +1}. The learning problem is formulated as a search problem for a linear classifier (a weight vector w) in the feature space. Because only the direction of w matters for classification purpose, without loss of generality, we can restrict the search for w to the unit sphere. The set of weight vectors w that classify correctly the training set is called 
. The Kernel trick is that for some feature spaces and mappings φ, there exist easily computable kernel functions k defined on the input space such that k(x, y) = φ(x), φ(y) . A new input vector x is classified with the sign of
With a kernel function k, the computation of inner products φ(x), φ(y) does not require the explicit knowledge of φ. In fact for a given kernel function k, there may exist many suitable mappings φ.
Bayes Point Machines (BPM) are a well-founded improvement over to SVM which approximate the Bayesoptimal decision by the centroid (also known as the centre of mass or barycentre) of version space. It happens that the Bayes point is very close to the centroid of version space in high dimensional spaces. The Bayes point achieves better generalization performance in comparison to SVM [6, 9, 1, 10] .
An intuitive way to see why the centroid is a good choice is to view version space as a (infinite) committee of experts who all are consistent with the training set. A new and unlabelled input vector corresponds to a hyperplane in feature space that may split version space in two. It is reasonable to use the opinion of the majority of the experts that were consistent with the training set to predict the class label of a new pattern. The expert that agrees the most with the majority vote on new inputs is precisely the Bayesian point. In a standard committee machine, for each new input we seek the opinions of a finite number of experts then take a majority vote, whereas with a BPM, the expert that most often agrees with the majority vote of the infinite committee (version space) is delegated the task of classifying the new inputs.
Following Rujan [7] , Herbrich and Graepel [2] introduced two algorithms to stochastically approximate the centroid of version space; a billiard sampling algorithm and a sampling algorithm based on the well known perceptron algorithm.
In this paper, we present an algorithm to compute exactly the centroid of a polyhedron in high dimensional spaces. From this exact algorithm, we derive an algorithm to approximate a centroid position in a polyhedral cone. We show empirically that the corresponding machine presents better generalization capability than SVMs on a number a benchmark data sets.
In Section 2, we introduce an algorithm to compute exactly the centroid of higher dimensional polyhedra. In Section 3, we show a simple algorithm to compute the SVM solution of regular kernels. In Section 4, we sketch the idea of Balancing Board Machines. In Section 5, some implementation issues are considered and some experimental results are presented.
Exact Computation of the Centroid of a Higher Dimensional Polyhedron
A polyhedron P is the intersection of a finite number of half-spaces. It is best represented by a system of non redundant linear inequalities P = {x|Ax ≤ b}. Recall that the 1-volume is the length, the 2-volume is the surface and the 3-volume is the every-day-life volume. The algorithm that we introduce for computing the centroid of an n-dimensional polyhedron is an extension of the work by Lasserre [4] who showed that the n-dimensional volume V (n, A, b) of a polyhedron P is related to the (n − 1)-dimensional volumes of its facets and the row vectors of its matrix A by the following formula;
where a i denotes the i th row of A and
We obtain the centroid and the (n − 1)-volume of a facet by variable elimination. Geometrically, this amounts to projecting the facet onto an axis parallel hyperplane, then computing the volume and the centroid of this projection recursively in a lower dimensional space. From the volume and centroid of the projected facet, we can derive the centroid and volume of the original facet.
The n-volume V and the centroid G of a cone rooted at 0 are related to the (n − 1)-volume V h and the centroid G h of its intersection with the hyperplane x n = h by the following equalities;
The above formulae were derived by considering the n-fold integral defining the n-dimensional volume. These formulae allow a recursive computation of the centroid of a polyhedron P by partitioning P into polyhedral cones generated by its facets.
It is useful to observe that the computation of the volume and the centroid of a (n − 1)-dimensional polyhedron in a n-dimensional space is identical to the computation of the volume and the centroid of a facet of a n-dimensional polyhedron.
Algorithm 1 [G, V ]=measurePolyhedron(P )
Require: P = {x | Ax ≤ b} non-empty and irredundant Ensure: G is the centroid of P , and V its volume {m is the number of rows of A, n is its number of columns} for i = 1 to m do {Compute recursively the centroids G Fi and the
The Matlab code for this algorithm is available at http://www.fit.qut.edu.au/∼maire/G
Computing the Spheric Centre of a Polyhedral Cone Derived from a Non Singular Mercer Kernel Matrix
Let P = {x|Ax ≤ 0} be the non-empty polyhedral cone derived from a non-singular kernel matrix. The matrix A is square (m = n). Without loss of generality, we assume that its rows are normalized. Recall that the centre of the largest spheric cone contained in the polyhedral cone P is the SVM solution w svm . Because A is square and non-singular, each facet of the polyhedral cone touches the spheric cone. If each facet is moved by a distance of one in the direction of its normal vector, the new cone obtained is a translation of the original cone in the direction of w svm . That is w svm can be obtained by simply solving Ax = − 1 instead of solving the traditional constrained quadratic optimization problem.
Balancing Board Machines
The point of contact of a board posed in equilibrium on a sphere (assumed to be the only source of gravity) is the centroid of the board. This observation is the basis of our balancing board algorithm. In the rest of this paper, the term board will refer to the intersection of the polyhedral cone of version space with a hyperplane normal to a unit vector of version space. This definition implies that if the polyhedral cone is n-dimensional then a board will be a (n − 1)-dimensional polyhedron tangent to the unit sphere. In the algorithm we propose, the approximation of the centroid direction of the polyhedral cone of V(T ) is refined by computing the centroid of the board normal to a current estimate w, and then rotating w towards the centroid of the board (stopping at a local minimum of the volume of the board in a line search).
Once we know an orthonormal basis U of V the vector subspace generated by {φ(x 1 ), . . . , φ(x m )} (the orthonormality is with respect to the inner product in feature space corresponding to the kernel function in the input space), we can express the polyhedral cone inequalities with respect to this orthonormal basis. Then we can apply the formulae of Section 2 to compute the centroid of any polyhedron expressed in this orthonormal basis. The kernel PCA basis is a suitable orthonormal basis U of V . The vectors of the kernel PCA basis U are the eigenvectors of the kernel matrix
By expressing the polyhedral cone defined by the training examples in the orthonormal basis U , we will be able to approximate a centroid direction with the board balancing algorithm sketched above. The complexity of the algorithm of Section 2 to compute exactly the centroid is unfortunately exponential. The computational cost of the exact calculation of the centroid is too high even for medium size data sets. However, the recursive formulae allow us to derive an approximation of the volume and the centroid of a polyhedron once we have approximations for the volumes and the centroids of its facets.
Because the balancing board algorithm requires several board centroid estimations, it is desirable to recycle intermediate results as much as possible to achieve a significant reduction in computation time. Because the intersection of a hyperplane and a spheric cone is an ellipsoid, we estimate the volume and the centroid of the intersection of the board and a facet of the polyhedral cone (this intersection is (n-2)-dimensional) with the volume and the centroid of the intersection of the board and the largest spheric cone contained in the facet (this spheric cone is (n-1)-dimensional). The computation of the largest spheric cones contained in each facet of the polyhedral cone is done only once. The centre of the ellipsoid and its quadratic matrix is easily derived from the centre and radius of the spheric cone.
To simplify the computations, we have restricted our study to non-singular kernel matrices (like those obtained from Gaussian kernels). This way, we were able to use the geometric trick of Section 3 to compute the centres of the spheric cones.
The change of basis is performed as follows. Let w B be the coordinates of w with respect to B. Recall that the Kernel PCA basis U is made of the eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix K. Let w U be the coordinates of w with respect to the basis U . We have w B = U w U . We are looking for w B such that
and w near the centroid direction of the polyhedral cone.
Here, diag(y) represents the diagonal matrix made with the entries of vector y. As we have w, w = (w U ) T w u , in practice, we look for the centroid direction of
Implementation Issues and Experimental Results
We have implemented the exact computation of the centroid and the volume in Matlab. A direct recursive implementation of Lasserre formula would be very inefficient as faces of dimension k share faces of dimension k − 1. Our implementation caches the volumes and centroids of the lower dimensional faces in a hash-table.
Our algorithm has been validated by comparing the values returned with a Monte-Carlo method.
The kernel matrix of a Gaussian kernel can only be singular when identical input vectors occur more than once the training set. We remove repeated occurrences of the same input vector and assign the most common label for this input vector to the occurrence that we leave in the training set.
The table that follows summarises generalization performance (percentage of correct predictions on test sets) of the Balancing Board Machine (BBM) on 6 standard benchmarking data sets from the UCI Repository, comparing results for illustrative purposes with equivalent hard margin support vector machines. In each case the data was randomly partitioned into 20 training and test sets in the ratio 60% 40%. The results obtained with a BBM are comparable to those obtained with a BPM, but the improvement is not always as dramatic as those reported in [3] . We observed that the improvement was generally better for smaller data sets. We suspect that this is due to the fact the volumes considered become very small in high dimensional spaces. In fact, on a PC, unit spheres "vanish" when their dimension exceed 340. The volume of a unit sphere of dimension 340 is 4. 5 10 −223 . This is why we consider the logarithm of the volume in our programs.
Data

Conclusions
The exact computation algorithm can be useful for benchmarking to people developing new centroid approximation algorithms. We do not claim that our BBM approach is superior to any other given that the computational cost is in the order of times the cost of a SVM computation (where is the number of training examples).
Replacing the ellipsoids with a more accurate estimation would probably give better results, but deriving the volume and the centroid of the intersection of a facet and a board from the volume and the centroid of the intersection of the same facet with another board seems to be a hard problem.
The computation of the SVM point presented in Section 3 provides an efficient learning algorithm for Gaussian kernels.
